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Zusammenfassung 

Entlang des n6rdlichen Kontaktes des Bergeller Granits/indert sich der Deformations- 
stil von plastisch verformten Myloniten (Amphibolitfazies) im Westen (Val Bondasca) zum 
spr6den Bruch (Gr/inschieferfazies) im Osten (Maloja). Der Lrbergang wird mit groBstruk- 
turellen Beobachtungen, Gefiigedaten und Mikrostrukturen belegt die andeuten, dab Ver- 
setzungen in der Margneta-Maloja-Casaccia-Region mit der Platznahme des Bergeller 
Granits zusammenh~ingen und sich nur bis Isola erstrecken. Sie werden deshalb nicht mit 
groBr~iumigen Transversalverschiebungen assoziiert ( ,Engadiner Linie"). 

Abstract 

Along the northern contact of Bergell granite the style of deformation changes from duc- 
tile mylonites at high metamorphic grade (amphibolite facies) in the west (Val Bondasca) 
to brittle faulting at low grade (greenschist facies) in the east (Maloja). This transition is 
documented with large scale structural observations, petrofabric data and microstructure 
which suggest that faulting in the Margneta-Maloja-Casaccia region is related to emplace- 
ment of the Bergell granite, and not extending beyond Isola, rather than to a large-scale 
strike slip fault ("Engadine Line"). 

R~sum~ 

Le long du contact septentrional du granite de Bergell, le style de la d&ormation change, 
depuis des mylonites ductiles ~ haut degr~ m6tamorphique dans l'Ouest (Val Bondasca) 
(facies amphibolite) jusqu'~ une fracturation h degr6 de m6tamorphisme peu 61ev6 (facies 
schiste vert) dans l'Est (Maloja). La transition est apport6e par des observations de structu- 
res macroscopiques, de textures et de microstructures, qui sugg~rent que les d~placements 
dans la r6gion sont li6s ~ l 'emplacement du granite de Begell et finissent vers Isola. Ils ne 
sont done pas associ6s & un syst~me de failles transversales de grande extension (ligne de 
l'Engadine). 

KpaTKoe co~ep~caHne 

Bno3b ceBeprJoro KOHTaKTa rpaHrtXoB Beprenaa !43MeH~IeTC~I CT!4Jqb neqbopMattrll40T 
n~acxn~ecrn npeo6pa3oBanHblX MH3OHHXOB (qbattnfi aMqbH6OartXOB) Ha 3anane - Banb t3oH- 
nacKa - no xpynKHx pa3aoMoB (qbaunfi 3e~enoro c~aHua) r~a Bocxore - Ma3o~a. Hepexon 
yCTaHOB3eH nO MaKpocxpyKxype, cxpyKxypaM ~I MHKpocxpyrType, Ha6aroneHH~ 3a KoTopbIMH 
noKa3a3H, ~xo cMeiHeHHe B pafione MaprneTa - Ma~ofia - Is CB~t3aHo C BHenpe- 
HHeM rpaHHxOB BepreJJaa H npocxHpaexcs no I/I30.lbL FIo3xoMy 3xO cMetueHrie He CBS3b~- 
Barox c KpynHoMacmxa6H~Mn xpaHcBep3a.lbHbIMH cnBHraMH ( ~  3Hra~nHa). 

*) Author's address: Prof. H.-R. WENK, Department of Geology and Geophysics, Uni- 
versity of California, Berkeley, California 94720. 
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Introduction 

It has been generally recognized that there are considerable unconformities be- 
tween the northeastern part of Bergell igneous rocks and their immediate meta- 
morphic contact and the low grade Pennine nappes north of it (e.g., STAUB, 
1946). More recently these dislocations have been attributed to a large strike-slip 
fault system which has been called the Engadine Line. The purpose of this note is 
to contribute some structural petrographic data which bear on possible offsets 
along a fault system in the Bergell Valley and Upper Engadine, particularly in 
the vicinity of Maloja Pass. 

The present day morphology displays a more or less linear valley system ex- 
tending from Chiavenna in the SW over 120 km to Prutz in the NE. TRUMPY 
studied stratigraphy and tectonics in the Lower Engadine and reinterpreted the 
offset between the Silvretta crystalline and the S-chaff dolomites in the Straglia- 
vita Pass area as due to a more or less left lateral displacement of 20-30 km 
along a subvertical fault system (TR~3MPY and SCHLUSCHE, 1972) rather than a 
thrustfault (e.g., STAUB, 1937). While other researchers attributed faulting to local 
shearing (EuGSTER, 1971) or to vertical rather than lateral displacements related 
to the uplift of the Lower Engadine window (ScHMID, 1973), TI~MPY generalized 
his concept to the whole extent of the morphologic zone and introduced the term 
"Engadine Line". He concluded that the Engadine Line constitutes a left lateral 
normal fault with an average displacement of 15-20 km (TRt3MPY, 1977 b). Ac- 
cording to TRI3MPY, most of the deformation is contained in cataclastic shear 
zones and only occasionally in folding (Mezzaun-Murtir61 antiform) (e.g., 
TROMPY and SCHLUSCHE, 1972). But he does not exclude that regional plastic de- 
formation of Bergell granite and in fact emplacement of the Bergell granite in 
early Tertiary are a consequence of faulting along the Engadine Line (TR(/TMPY, 
1977 b). The Bergell segment of the potential fault is particularly interesting be- 
cause there are some good exposures and it is structurally relatively well investi- 
gated (SCHMUTZ, 1976; WENK, 1973). In most places Quaternary covers the valley 
floor, which complicates or facilitates interpretation, depending on the view- 
point. Only at Promontogno-Val Bondasca (cross section 4 of WENK, 1973) and 
at Maloja Pass can a continuous section across the fault be mapped. 

Val Bondasca 

The first section proceeds from platy albite-alkalifeldspar gneisses in the quar- 
ries at Promontogno through augengneisses (see WENK et al. 1977) with an in- 
crease in metamorphic grade. At Marlun, andalusite-cordierite schists are ex- 
posed which together with ultramafics and amphibolites, constitute the border 
series to the Gruf migmatites. SCHMUTZ (1976), who mapped the mafic-ultrama- 
fic rocks between Val Bondasca and Chiavenna, visualized the contact between 
Gruf  migmatites and ultramafics as a fault contact produced by young postme- 
tamorphic shear zones with lateral displacements (p. 55) but did not attribute 
them to the Engadine Line. He emphasized occurrence of mylonitic textures in 
rocks of the border zone, using "mylonite" to describe cataclastic features. As 
has been shown (WENK, 1973), mylonites are not confined to the Gruf-Chiaven- 
na complex contact but occur through Tambo augengneisses, Gruf  migmatites 
(most spectacularly at Botta. della Tegiola), and well into the Bergell granite over 
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a section of more than 5 km. In these mylonites there is intense plastic deforma- 
tion, particularly of quartz which is fully recrystallized and recovered (LIDDEL et 
al., 1976), and mylonites must be considered as metamorphic rocks which 
formed at elevated temperature. This is evident on the microscopic (Fig. 1 a) and 
submicroscopic scale (Fig. 1 b). Relic rounded feldspars are embedded in a fine 
quartz matrix while in quartz all dislocations have climbed into low energy con- 
figurations. High metamorphic grade is documented by frequent occurrence of 
sillimanite needles. Also, plastic rather than cataclastic deformation is indicated 
by extreme preferred orientation in quartzite layers. Textures are of the single 
crystal type with c axes of quartz lying in the plane of foliation normal to the 
lineation (BuNcE and WENK, 1977). There is a limited degree of freedom of rota- 
tion of a axes, as can be seen by the great circle distribution in 1120 pole-figures 
(Figs. 2b-d) .  Interestingly, most of  the textures are triclinic with respect to me- 
soscopic coordinates. Compared with a simple quartzite mylonite texture from 
Palm Canyon in the Peninsular Ranges of Southern California (Fig. 2 a), in the 
Bergell mylonites _a axes great circles are rotated to variable degrees into the fol- 
iation plane, leaving asymmetric tails behind (Figs. 2 c, d). It is attributed to ro- 
tations by simple shear which was locally heterogeneous, depending, among 
other factors, on the thickness of  the quartz bands (see also LISTER and WIL- 
LIAMS, 1979). Rotations of  up to 60 ~ were observed. The shear direction coincides 
with the fabric direction a and is perpendicular to the regional direction of fold 
axes and lineations (1). Lineations and pencil features in the mylonites are paral- 
lel to the regional lineations and fold-axes and are therefore assigned to the same 
general event of deformation which includes emplacement of the mostly crystal- 
lized Bergell granite and uplift and folding of the Gruf complex. Clearly these 
mylonites were not formed by a post-metamorphic cataclastic process and com- 
pare well with classical mylonites of the Moine thrust (CHRISTIE, 1963) or the 
Santa Rosa Mountain shear zone (THEODORE, 1970). There are some local catac- 
lastic shear zones, particularly at contacts with ultramafic rocks. Lubricating talc 
layers were active during tectonic deformation and during recent movements 
providing glide surfaces for landslides (e.g., Ganda Rossa, Piuro). In Val Bon- 
dasca there is no indication for major offsets in petrographic units or in meta- 
morphic zones, but since both are more or less parallel to the implied Engadine 
Line, geometric arguments are not conclusive. 

There are some late, north-south running shear zones, such as Val d'Erch, 
Cant de la Ganda, Vallun de la Trubinasca, and Val Casnaggina, which crosscut 
geological units but show no significant offset and are also not affected by the 
Engadine Line (WENK and CORNELIUS, 1977). 

Rocks in the Bondasca cross section are strongly deformed, but p e n t r a -  
t i v e 1 y ,  rather than on a single fault plane. This indicates that the viscosity of 
the material was low and plastic deformation dominated. 

Maloja Region 
A second interesting area lies between Casaccia and Sils. Between Lavinair 

Crusc and L'Ala, highgrade metamorphic rocks of the granite contact are juxta- 
posed with low grade schists. Albite is the only plagioclase north of this line 
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Fig. 1 a. Photomicrograph of mylonite Sci 293 from Botta. Tegiola. Notice fine-grained 
micaceous matrix with rounded plagioclase and alkalifeldspar clasts. Quartz is in bands or 
forms tails behind plagioclase. It is extremely fine grained and shows strong preferred 

orientation indicating plastic deformation. Crossed polars. 

Fig. ! b. Microstructure of quartz in Sci 293 with polygonization due to dynamic recrystal- 
lization. Subgrains are separated by dislocation networks. Dislocation density inside the 
subgrains is low. Such microstructnres are typical of high temperature deformation. TEM 

brightfield micrograph, 100 KV. 
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Fig. 2. Textures of mylonitic quartzites. 1120 X-ray pole-figures measured in reflection 
scans. (a) For comparison symmetric texture from the Santa Rosa Mountain shear zone, 
Palm Canyon, Southern California. (b-d) Quartzite bands from Botta. Tegiola with vari- 
ous amounts of simple shear which distorts the highly symmetric pattern and introduces a 
rotation of the a axes great circle into the schistosity plane. Equal area projection on the 
well developed schistosity plane. Lineation direction (1) is indicated. Contours in multiples 
of random distribution. 0.5 (dashed)-l-2-3-4-5-6-7-8. Concentrations > 3 m.r.d, are 

shaded. 
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Fig. 3, View from P. Salacina towards the Engadine. La Margneta is to the right with 
folded layers visible, A fault extends in the valley to the right of L'Ala and is indicated with 
a dashed line (center). Notice the white dolomite beds extending from Blaunca (left) to 

Crap da Chtiern (cliffs at Lake), cliffs at the corner of the delta and towards Isola. 

(GAUTSCHI, 1980; WENK, 1979). GYR (1967) and NIEVERGELT (1981) have attri- 
buted this j ump  in grade to displacements  along the Engadine  Line. 

A fault in this section can hard ly  be denied.  It can be documented  by field 
mapp ing  the rock series on either side of  Lej da  Segl. Dolomite  beds provide  
good  markers.  An extensive bed from Muot ta  Radonda-Blaunca-Sasc  da  Corn  
on the nor th  side of  the lake has a striking counterpar t  on the south side, east of  
Isola,  and  from there into Val Fedoz  (Figs. 3 and 4). A small  cliff  at the t ip of  the 
delta northwest  of  Isola  fits right into this zone. The view from Blaunca confirms 
that  there cannot  be any sizeable offset if  this is the same bed. Dolomites  on ei- 
ther side of  the lake have the same composi t ion  and are deformed.  They show 
dist inct  but  weak preferred or ientat ion with c-aces lying normal  to the bedding  
plane and a axes d isplaying a concentrat ion in the l ineat ion direct ion (Fig. 5) 
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Fig. 4. Geological-structural sketch map of the Maloja area. Carbonate beds are indicated 
in black. Main systems of fold axes and lineations are shown by arrows and some tectonic 
units are indicated. Heavy arrow gives probable emplacement direction of Bergell granite. 

North ist towards top, use Sils Lake for geographic reference. 

probably resulting from activation of the (0001) ( 11~0 ) slip system, But there are 
other dolomites, as indicated on the geological sketch map (Fig. 4). The correla- 
tion across the lake has to be maintained by the stratigraphy, which is suppor- 
tive. On both sides we find underneath the dolomite a large sequence of charac- 
teristic Maloja gneisses (Sxav]3, 1946) with alternating chlorite schists and albite- 
sericite-microcline conglomerate gneisses. Above the dolomites are ophiolites, 
graphitic schists, and more carbonate beds. The stratigraphy is very different 
across other carbonate beds such as that at La Margneta-Plan Fond (south of the 
Line) or that of  Piz Blanch-Atpe Scela-Casaccia-Plan dal Mot. Both of these lat- 
ter beds end at the Line and have no continuation. They may correlate, which 
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Fig. 5. Textures of dolomite on both sides of Lej da Segl. 0006 and 1120 X-ray pole-figures 
measured in reflection scans. Sci 2045 500 m NE of Isola. Sci 2044 Pt. 1806.8, 600 m NW 
of Isola. Sci 2050 Crap da Chfiern. Equal area projection of upper  hemisphere on the schis- 
tosity plane. Lineation (1), and the horizontal plane (dotted circle) with N and E are indi- 
cated. Contours in multiples of a random distribution 0.5 (dashed)-l.0-1.5(dashed)-2.0. 

Concentrat ions > 1.5 are shaded. 
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Fig. 6. Map of planar structures. The trace of the Maloja fault is indicated. 

would signify an offset of  4 km for this segment between Casaccia and Maloja 
but more or less zero offset at Isola. Structures support such a concept 
(Figs. 6-7). 

The area under investigation can be conveniently divided into four sectors 
(Fig. 8). Structures north of  the Engadine Line are very uniform over a large area 
from Casaccia to Sils (Fig. 8 a). Foliations dip gently (30-40 ~ to the northeast. 
There are two types of  lineations, A1 an A2, one plunging east and the other 
northeast, outlined by dashed circles. Generally only one lineation is apparent at 
a given outcrop, but occasionally both can be distinguished, though their age re- 
lation is rather ambiguous and has not been studied in detail. An almost iden- 
tical pattern is observed in the region south of  the Engadine Line in the eastern 
sector Valacia-Ca d 'Starnam-Isola-Fex (Fig. 8 b), indicating that at least not 
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Fig. 7. Map of linear structure. The trace of the Maloja fault is indicated. 

much "wrench faulting" has occurred between the two sides. Progressing farther 
west on the southern side (Margneta-Margna-Fedoz, east of  Orlegna), the pat- 
tern changes, by adding to the previous distribution southeast trending lineations 
and fold axes (Fig. 8 c). Rocks here have been southwest-northeast compressed 
and are penetratively folded (illustrated best in the structures of carbonate beds 
below La Margneta, Fig. 3). The same system dominates west of the Orlegna 
(Cavloccio-Salacina), with more open folds, as expressed in the larger scatter of 
foliation poles (Fig. 8 d). Ever farther west lineations gradually bend into the 
east-northeast plunging system (Fig. 7), which is the major structure in most of 
the Western Bergell Alps as far as Chiavenna (WENK, 1973). 
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Fig. 8. Diagrams of planar (dots) and linear (open circles) structures in various sectors of 
the Maloja region. Patterns a and b are very similar, while patterns c and d show a second 

system of NW-SE trending fold axes (B). 

D i s c u s s i o n  

Large normal  faults which extend over hundreds of  kilometers and are thought 
to represent ma jo r  tectonic dislocations in the crust usually d isplay a similar 
strike slip offset over their whole extent, i.e., the offset does not  change from 
20 km to nothing over a short distance. Also they generally do not  pass straight 
through brittle low grade rocks and ductile high grade rocks. In  the latter, strain 
would most likely be accommodated  in a different way. The Insubric  Line sepa- 
rat ing the Southern Alps  from the Pennine Alps or  the San Andreas  fault  in Cali- 
fornia  are such examples.  On the other hand,  local faults related to thrust move- 
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ments of nappes or emplacements of plutons distribute strain more heterogene- 
ously by folding. It is this latter type which, in my view, applies to the Maloja 
offset. In fact, rocks of la Margneta are strongly folded, as seen both on the geo- 
logical map (Fig. 5) and the structural maps (Figs. 6 and 7) and in structure dia- 
grams (Figs. 8 c, d), quite in contrast to rocks north of the Line. If we correlate 
the above mentioned marbles, this would mean that between Casaccia and Isola 
a sequence of 8 km (measured horizontally) has been shortened to 4 km, a great 
deal of it by folding but some by thrusting and a general steepening of the beds 
in the Margna series. To my knowledge there is no geologic evidence to support 
a large left-lateral displacement in this region. By reversing strain alpine cordier- 
ite, kyanite, andalusite and sillimanite in Val Bondasca would have originated in 
the Engadine and andesitic dikes at Lizun (NIEvERGELT and DIETRICH, 1977) 
and Maloja (WENK, 1980) could hardly be related to Bergell granite. Also, be- 
cause of the easterly plunge, it would juxtapose lower Pennine nappes with Aus- 
troalpine units. 

It is thought that the final emplacement of Bergell granite is responsible both 
for the ductile deformation and for brittle faulting in the region between Pro- 
montogno and Maloja. Shearing along the northern contact produced mylonites 
in the highly metamorphic western part and faulting in the eastern part. The tra- 
verse represents an excellent example of a brittle/ductile transition zone over 
10 km at similar pressure (5 kb in the west and 2-3 kb in the east) as implied 
from metamorphic grade (WENK et al., 1976) but with a large change in tempera- 
ture. 

The northeastern contact zone was subject to compressive strain with folding 
in the Margna and Muretto area. The change of style in the accommodation of 
strain is mainly due to the matamorphic grade. Bergell granite and surrounding 
rocks were relatively strong in the northeast corner and caused dominantly brit- 
tle deformation during emplacement. Fault formation and petrographic charac- 
teristics of the fault contact can best be studied between L'Ala and Orden (just 
south of the bridge) and in Lavinair Crusc. 

These conclusions should be considered as a result of a preliminary recon- 
naissance and are therefore hypothetical. They need to be substantiated further 
by detailed structural analysis of the region Orden-Ala-Margneta-Margna. The 
purpose of this note is to add data and some new thoughts for consideration in 
the wrench fault discussion. Based on this analysis, it is proposed that the dislo- 
cation in the Maloja region be called " M a I o j a f a u 1 t "  rather than " E n g a - 
d i n e  L i n e "  
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